young and old alike; it has been proclaimed as "an uplifting and thrilling experience." Typical drawings by the artist include "The Crucifixion," a portrayal of Calvary simulated in color news coverage of the event. "Christ of the Universe," a black light feature in vapors and chalks depicting a lunar landing and the earth as seen from the moon. "The Resurrection," a series showing the trial, capture, crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ.

Long Road

Leach himself has travelled a long road from the emptiness of a Hollywood existence to skid row to a new direction in Christianity. The 55 year old bachelor travels the nation in making known a message that he feels is important... namely "Christ's love is an unspeakable gift, a growing thing, an endless challenge. There's not a person who can't know what I do because God loves everyone. That's my mission, to make this known."

In addition to Leach, the program will consist of several well-known athletes and local performers. Program chairman Gerald Long has released commitments on the following: Tommy Casanova, Andy Hamilton and Mike Demarie of the LSU football team and possibly Bert Jones, also of the Tigers, former LSU quarterback Jim Fields, now a Baton Rouge attorney and invitations have gone out to Bob Didier of the Atlanta Braves baseball team and Tom Barrington and Al Dodds of the New Orleans Saints. Former pro basketballer Bob Petit of Baton Rouge may also be here...

Providing musical entertainment during the three nights will be The Informers of the First Baptist Church of Lafayette and the L. J. Allemann Elementary Stage Band.